JACKEE (NELSON) SVIEN

(Written text and photographs provided by William John Krause II). Jackee Nelson was born on January 15, 1957, in Glasgow, Montana, and was the daughter of Floyd C. and Deanna (O’Neil) Nelson Jr. Jackee Nelson was baptized into the Lutheran faith and then was confirmed in the First Lutheran Church of Glasgow, Montana, in 1972. Jackee Nelson graduated from Glasgow High School in 1975. Jackee Nelson married Ron Svien on ????? in ??????, Montana. Ron Svien was the son of Joe and Arielle Svien. Ron Svien graduated from Glasgow High School in 1974. Ron was on the Glasgow High School golf team and became a professional golf player (pro). Ron and Jackee (Nelson) Svien had three children: Jessica Rose Svien born on January 30, 1980, in ?????; Joseph Nelson Svien born on January 27, 1982, in ?????; and Arielle Jean Svien born on August 26, 1987, in ?????.


A wedding photograph of Jackee (Nelson) Svien and Ron Svien. Place and date unknown.

A photograph of the children of Ron and Jackee (Nelson) Svien. From left to right are Jessica Rose Svien, Arielle Jean Svien, and Joseph Nelson Svien. Place and date unknown.
JESSICA ROSE SVIEN

(Written text provided by William John Krause II). Jessica Rose Svien born on January 30, 1980, in ?? and was the daughter of Ron and Jackee (Nelson) Svien.

JOSEPH NELSON SVIEN

(Written text and photograph provided by William John Krause II). Joseph Nelson Svien (Joey) was born on January 30, 1982, in ?? and was the son of Ron and Jackee (Nelson) Svien.

ARIELLE JEAN SVIEN

(Written text provided by William John Krause II). Arielle Jean Svien was born on August 26, 1987, in ?? and was the daughter of Ron and Jackee (Nelson) Svien.

A photograph of Joseph Nelson Svien taken at the Stensland reunion held on July 3, 2000, in Tampico, Montana.